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Proposal for Exploration Diamond Drill Program to precede any under 
ground development work for the exploration of Walbank Lake AREA.

I suggest that with surface diamond drill holes we could fairly 
adequately explore the upper portions of the area between Walbank and 
Pointer lakes. Also it is possible to get a preliminary picture of 
the deeper portion with drilling from headings that are in the pro 
cess of being driven. The area under Walbank Lake should also be 
looked at from a couple of surface holes.

Recommendations:

I would recommend at least two relatively shallow holes (see Sec. 6065) 
of varying angles to prove or disprove the existence of Siderite in the 
upper portions between Walbank and Pointer lakes.

I would recommend a hole from M-3 (see Sec. 6063 and Plan 6064) Haulage 
to intersect possible siderite below M-3 Elevation; this hole could be 
deepened to explore or intersect the latitude of the large anomaly of 
the Gravity Survey. If ore was intersected where projected from Geology 
of Victoria the hole would be in the order of 900 ~ 1000 ft. If ex 
tended to the latitude of the anomaly about 1400 ft. of drilling would 
be required. One deep surface hole to intersect the anomaly on 9700 at 
depth might prove valuable. (See Sec. 6065.)

I would recommend two holes drilled from opposite sides of Valbank Lake 
in a North-East and North-West direction (see Plan 6019) to intersect 
the limonite and give us some idea of the altitude of this material.
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It has also been suggested that another gravity survey be run on the 
area before drilling. This might be reasonable because the accuracy 
of the first survey was somewhat in doubt.

The area between Walbank and Pointer lakes has previously had four 
holes drilled on it. (See Plan 6066.) One hole - 1241 - is approxi 
mately 1700 ft. east of Walbank. This hole encountered one foot of 
Siderite (Fe 26.8, Si02 17.38) at a depth of 470 vertical ft. bolow 
surface. It intersected siderite and l foot of granular silica, then 
volcanics. A second hole was collared at 8600E and after a westward 
trend of almost 400 ft. intersected 23 ft. of Siderite '(Fe 24.41, Si 02 
29.78). This siderite shows brecciatior and intrusive probably due to 
faulting. This hole also was void of the banded chert iron formation 
member. Since this absence of the chert member has occurred in two 
holes East of Walbank Lake as well as the eastern sections of the mine 
at depth (8000E - 84 GOE) the possibility arises that the banded iron 
formation does not exist at depth east of about 8000 and that the 
siderite will be in contact with Diorite or Volcanics. In some cases 
the holes in this area intersect a width of diorite before entering
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volcanics.

The possibilities for intersecting Siderite of Economic Values in the 
upper portions, between Walbank and Pointer lakes, from the information 
available at present are:

(1) Very small widths due to thinning caused by east type faulting 
such as occurred in the upper levels in the East end of the 
Victoria.

(2) No ore. due to an uplifting by thrust faulting of the area east 
of Walbank Dike which could have raised the ore which was sub 
sequently glaciated away.

(3) No ore because possibly widths of economic value were never de 
posited in this area.

(4) Economic thickness present that the drilling missed by entering 
thrust fault areas Barren or almost Barren of Siderite. If this 
is the case the plunge of these thrusts could possibly be to the 
 west. The gravity survey of Walbank Lake area, discussed later, 
also points out a possible westerly plunge.

Conclusions from geology information:

It could be concluded from the information at hand that the roost logi 
cal answer seems to be a combination of (1) and (4). That the upper 
portions have been thinned such as in the Victoria East and that a 
possible economic thickness might occur, at depth. Or no ore whatso 
ever occurs because it never was deposited.

Gravimrter Survey of Walbank I-ake Carried out in 1952.

A gravity survey was conducted on the Walbank Lake Area in 1952. At 
the time there was some question as to its accuracy because the topo 
graphical map of the area did not embody the accuracy required for 
terrain corrections. The survey was conducted on four lines from 
roughly the East Bank of Walbank Lake at 8700 East to the western ex 
tremity of Pointer Lake at 10100E.
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The results of this survey are as follows:

(1) A positive anomaly running almost East-West at about 5BOON which 
could have been caused by a bank of iron formation approximately 
100 ft. wide.

(2) Another narrow anomaly lying 250 ft. South of (1) but so small 
it was considered of no significance, possibly caused by a, nar 
row band of iron formation or some material of slightly higher 
density than the surrounding pyroclastics.
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(3) The most significant anomaly is one lyingr on line 5250 North. 
This anomaly tends to be greatest on the line 9700E and either 
thins out in a broadening zone t ova r d the vest or else fi zone 
of dense material -plunges west. A drill hole was recommended 
at 5100N and 9700 East. This was apparently not drilled as 
hole 1241? had already been drilled on 9700E at 4663N. This 
hole apparently intersected the zone of the anomaly but all that 
was encountered with a significant S.G. difference was the l 
foot of low grade siderite. It is possible that this hole should 
have been continued farther or been drilled steeper (see Sec. 
6065). .In the old correspondence, I noted that a section of 1241 
was sent to Radar Exploration but I can find no answer pertaining 
to the fact that this hole hit nothing of the material one would 
expect of the anomaly. From these facts I can only draw the fol 
lowing conclusions:

(1) The anomaly is caused by a possible disparity in Specific
Gravity between the tuffs and basio volcanics. This doesn't 
seem likely because if there was a noticeable difference one 
would expect the heavy material to be to the north in the 
Basic Rock. The adverse is true in this case.

(2) Hole 1241 was not continued far enough to hit the material 
causing the anomaly.

(S) The most likely possibility that appears when looking at the 
gravity maps is that thrusting has occurred thereby moving 
blocks of ore North such as occurs in the MacLeod. After 
thrusting, East type faulting could have thinned the northerly 
upper portions leaving small widths while the deeper one still 
the original size gives a good anomaly (see Sec. 6065). Hole 
1241 was then possibly drilled too shallow to hit this body. 
This would again lead us to suspect that the best chance of 
success in an ore search in this area would be at depth.

Correlating the gravity r^p with the Victoria geology this thrust 
fault theory seems to be a possibility. There is a difference in 
where the ore might be at a depth between Geological information 
and gravity information. The difference could stem from the fact 
that in the interpretation from Geology, the offsets along thrust 
zones seem to be greater than it would appear from the gravity 
maps. It could also stem from the fact that if the plunge in this 
area is west and the dip is south the ore in the geological inter 
pretation would be deeper and South of the anomalies on 9700.

It would therefore appear that as far as hoping to intersect ore at 
deep levels we have two choices.

(1) from geological interpretation possible ore around 4000N, 9500 
El. .(see Sec. 6063)



 v (2) from gravity survey possible ore somewhere below 10500 and be- 
i^ . tween 4500 and 5000N (see See. 6065)
Pi''''' '

l5v . Both these areas could be intersected by one long hole drilled from
f O H-3 Haulage a distance of 900 ft. to the first location and 1400 ft.
r to intersect the area of the anomaly.

Area Under Walbank Lake

This area is treated as a separate entity because of the fact that 
there is so Little information on it and also because it is hoped 
that it could be another Helen type Hematite deposit, but there 
must certainly be a connection between it and any ore found East 
of it. The information at hand is derived from three holes dril 
led through the ice on Walbank Lake in 1952 (see Plan 6019). The 
two most northerly holes 1223 and 1225 were drilled to a depth of 
299 and 305 respectively. Both holes were stopped in banded iron 
formation with no economic values. The third hole was the most 
southerly of the three and it encountered at the lake bottom 28 
ft. of a limonitic material. Nine ft. of core the average grade 
of which was 59.7 Fe and 1.69 insoluble (silica) was recovered 
over this 28 ft. intersection. This hole was stopped at this 
depth and no work has been done since. It would be possible to 
do some preliminary work on this discovery by drilling holes from 
each side of Walbank lake, surface, out under the lake to hit 
this limonite. This would be a first step to determine if further 
exploration is warranted.

R. Turpin, 
RT/sw Mine Geologist,
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~ Diamond Drill Report
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HOLK NO. 1133 DEEPENINO ,

STRIKE ".' DUE SOUTH STARTED
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DESCRIPTION

HOLE BOTTOMED AT 132*
''' : i' ' ' )r . - .

'TUFF - BASIC; FINE GRAINED, SCHISTOSE,
DARK GREEN COLOUR, MINOR CARBONATIZATIOh
3 to 5# "EYES" OF SECONDARY QUARTZ UP TC
V16" DIAMETER: .
WHOLE OF SECTION SOMEWHAT PITTED BY LEAC

TUFF - INTERMEDIATE, FINE GRAINED, GREY
" COLOUR. FRAGHENTAE NATURE MOSTLY DESTRC
BY SHEARDG. . - :
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Diamond Drill Report
HOLE No. 1169 

STIMKK

ANGLE
DEPTH

45*

43^1

•TARTED 

FINISHED

PLAN NO. :

SECTION NO

LAT. 3362.7 DEFT. 7800.0

ELEVATION 1332.4*

.V \ . ' -

.^. i . , '

*''-'--

f:

'

' a',' -\

'^tj'*'-'"
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DEFTM

moMJ TO

0*
6*

30'

128'

192'

6' 
30*

30*

128

192

327

-

  
CASING 
BANDED SILICA SECTION OXIDIZED (t LEACHEI 
MINOH BANDS OF HEMATITE UP TO 1/2" WIDE.
LOST CORE - 7 f-8', 12'-14', 17.5'-19 f , 
21.5'-23', 27.5 f -28'.

SILICA - GRANULAR, WHITE TYPE. OXIDIZED 
tt LEACHED, FEW BANDS OF HEMATITE UP TO 
2-1/2" WIDE.

LOST CORE - 32'-34!, 36.5 f -39', 40.5 1 - 
42', 44'-46t, 491-56.5', 60'-62', 
63.5'-67', 72'-74', ?8'-82', 83'-88.5'.

BANDED SILICA - 
BANDING OF LIGHT ft DARK COLOURED CHERT 
PREDOMINANT AT 60' TO CORE. 
MINOR LEACHING IN FIRST 20' of SECTION.

LOST CORE - 93 I -94 I , 95.6-96 1 , 99'-100',
103 '-104', 109 '-no*.
BRECCIATED SILICA - MAINLY BRECCIATED 
DARK A LIGHT COLOURED CHERT WITH MINOR 
BANDING. SECTION 167' -172' CONTAINS 25* 
FINE PYRITE IN A MIXTURE OF SILICA FRAGM 
i FINE HEMATITE STRINGERS. MINOR SIDERI 
REPLACEMENT.
LOST CORE - 133 '-135 [, 136 '-137', 138.5' 
123', 150.5 f -151 f , 158'-160', 170'-170.5 
172. 5 '-174', 179'-180', 181.5'-182', 
182.5'-183', 187.5'-188.6', 189'-189.6'.
BANDED SILICA- 
BANDED LIGHT AND DARK COLOURED CHERT. 
BANDING AVERAGES 75* W CORE. FEW MINOR 
BRECCIATED ZONES. MINOR SIDERITE 
REPLACD-ZNT.

LOST CORE - 200'-201', 220'-221.5', 
A22.5'-224.5', 226'-228', 230'-231', 
237.5 t -238.5 t , 240* -241', 2W-245 f , 
255.3'-256', 262.5'-263', 267'-267.5' 
2?4 '-275',
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ALGOMA ORE PROPERTIES,

Page 2. - 0169 

LIMITED *o.,

Diamond Drill Report
PLAN NO. . . . ' 

STARTED SECTION No -

FINISHED 'LAT. DEFT. 
ELEVATION ' " .

i
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DEPTH

rnoM 1 TO

192'

327*

362'

373'

381"

385.

389.

397'

410'

422'

425'

327 '

C2-

373

381

385

5' 3

5' 3

410

422

425

436

51

'9.5

.71

DESCRIPTION

276.51-2771, 29l.5i-297i, 314t-314.7 l ,

BRECCIATED SILICA ~ 
MAINLY BRECCIATED LIGHT COLOURED CHERT. 
MINOR SIDERITE REPLACEMENT. SECTION 
337 '-337. 5 1 - 50* SIDERITE fc 50* PYRITE.

LOST CORE ~ 327 '-328 S 329 '-332', 
349.5'~350.5', 354'-355', 355.5'-357.1', 
357. 5 '-358.5', 359 '-360*.

KAOLINIZED PORPHYRY DIKE. SECTIONS 2-1/2 
FROM CONTACTS UNALTERED CONSISTING OF A 
LIGHT FLESH COLOURED GROUNDMASS WITH 50* 
PHENOCRYSTS OF GREY-GREEN COLOURED MINER 
REMAINDER ALMOST ENTIRELY ALTERED TO A S 
CRUMBLY KAOLIN.

DARK CHERT - NO BANDING

PORPHYRY DIKE ~ LIGHT FLESH COLOURED 
GROUNDMASS WITH 50* PHENOCRYSTS OF GREY- 
GREEN COLOURED MINERAL, ALSO FEW QUARTZ 
PHENOCRYSTS.

1 DAHK CHERT - NO BANDING
•f

PORPHYRY DUCK -. AS SECTION 381' -385.5'

BRECCIATED SILICA. MAINLY BRECCIATED LIG 
COLOURED CHERT. MINOR SIDERITE.

LOST CORE - 397'~399.5S 404'-405', '

DARK CHERT - KO BANDING

LOST CORE

BANDED SILICA - BANDED LIGHT fc DARK 
COLOURED CHF.RT AT 30* TO CORE. MINOR 
SIDERITE.

END OF HOLE - 436' CORE SIZE - TOT 
LOGGED BY - V.A.J. -DIP TESTS ? 250'-/, 
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ALGOMA ORE PROPERTIES, LIMITED

Diamond Drill Report
HOLE No. 1223 

STRIKE

ANGLE vertical

DEPTH 299*

STARTED JANUARY 6/52 

FINISHED JANUARY 17/52

PLAN NO. 

SECTION NO 

LAT.5810.00 N 

ELEVATION XLft.QQ*

7400,00 E 

Water Level

-.

' '|

'f.'

',- t

v
A*

'•K':

  'Sf.
vi*

1

DEPTH

FWOMJ TO

0

206

228

232

260

265

267.

268..'

270

27L5

2735

275.

,- ' '. -

•• :' 'r :- : -
'•', ''

P

206

228

232

260

265

267.

270

271.

273.

275

277

^•':'-~.

:.;Svf. :-

5

.5

5

5

-

f

'S-

DESCRIPTION

Water - to bottom of lake

Boulders and sand

4 ! Boulder - banded Iron Formation -
banding is almost parallel to the core.

Boulders and sand - no core

l 1 of broken core - Dark gray chert and
white quartzite interbanded with dark
gray slaty material.

No core.

White quartzite interbanded with dark
gray chert material. Fine banding
noticeable at 15O to the core. Some
slaty material present.

No core.

Intermixed chert and black slaty material
slaty materiel is cherty.

No Core.

Very fine grained black cherty slate
material - fine pyrite is disseminated
throughout.

Black siliceous slaty material - surface
is pitted and leached and fine white
quartzite is present in tiny spots and
veinlets. There is a suggestion of
bending at 15O to the core. The last 3"
is banded white quartzite and dark gray
chert - banding is at 45O to the core.
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280

281
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DESCRIPTION

No Core.

Gray chert - probably footwall 
Iron Formation.

No Core

2' of core. 
6" is slaty F.W. Iron Formation 
1^" - Banded Footwall Iron
Formation - banded siliceous carbonate
and dark gray chert - Bands are at' 
15O to the core.
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ALGOMA ORE PROPERTIES, LIMITED

Diamond Drill Report

A.O.3O

HOLE No. 1225 

STRIKE

ANGLE Vertical
DEPTH 3051

STARTED Jan, 19/52

FINISHED jan. 27/52

PLAN NO. 

SECTION NO

LAT. 5735.00 DErr* 7400,00 E 
ELEVATION 1153.0 Water Level

-

)

y

j|

orrrM

ritOM | TO

0

188.

219

221

235

240

245

250

255

188

5 21

221

235

240

245

250

255

260

5

DESCRIPTION

Water to lake bottom.

Boulders and mud.

Banded Iron Formation - Gray to white
very fine granular chert bands with bands
of hematite - the hematite is soft and
associated with pyrite. The chert bands
are cut through by tiny threads of
hematite that appears to be fracture
fillings.
The hematite is reddish brown in colour
and very fine (cryptocrystalline), and
looks earthy, therefore may be alteration
of siderite.

No Core.

Banded Iron Formation - Dark slaty
material interbanded with fine chert.
At 238.5 there is a 1" red hematite
and slate band.

240-241 - Lost Core.
241-245 - Banded Iron Formation -
banded slaty material and carbonatized
chert.

245-249 - Interbanded slate and chert.
249-250 - Lost Core.

250-253 - Interbanded slate and chert -
bands at 30O to the core.
253-255 - Lost Core.

Interbanded slate and chert ~ minor
hematite present with the slaty material-
bands at 300 to the core.
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^f^ HOLE NO. 1225 ; ' SHEET NO. 2
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260

265

270

275

280

285

290

295

300
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'

265

270

275

280

285

290

295

300

306

DESCRIPTION

.  *

260-262 - As above 
262-263 r Lost Core 
263-264 - As above - I. P. 
264-265 - Lost Core.

Interbanded gray chert and buff 
carbonatized chert. Bands at 35O to the
core.

270-271 - Gray chert and slaty material. 
271-272 - Lost Core. 
272-275 - Black slaty material and 
white quartzite. Banded as above.

275-277 - Banded Iron Formation - 
interbanded dark gray chert and buff 
carbonatized chert, 
277-280 -Lost Core.

Banded Iron' Formation as above - banding 
is at approximately 450 to the core.

285-286 - Banded Iron Formation as above 
286-289 - Lost Core. 
289-290 - Banded Iron Formation,

290-290.6 Banded Iron Formation - 
banding is at approximately 30O to the
core. 
290.6-293 - Losx, Core 
293-295 - Banded Iron Formation as above

295-296 - Iron Formation as above. 
296-297 - Lost Core . 
297-299 - Banded Iron Formation as above 
299-300 - Lost Core

300-301 - Iron Formation as above. 
301-303 - Lost Core 
303-305 - Banded Iron Formation as above 
305-306 - Banded Iron Formation as above

END OF HOLE
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ALGOMA ORE DIVISION 

THE ALGOMA. STEEL CORPORATION, LIMITED 

EXPLORATION. RESEARCH AND PROJECT ENGINEERING 

REPORT OF ACTIVITY AND PROGRESS DURING 1966

WALLBANK LAKE - POINTER LAKE AREA - MICHIPICOTEN AREA 
_____________ (COST CENTRE 0872)

O

JANUARY Se FEBRUARY. 1966 . '
* *

No report. 

MARCH fe APRIL, 1966

. No report. 

MAY fie JUNE. 1966

No report. 

JULY fie AUGUST. 1966

This. is the 2 mile stretch of ground lying between the MacLeod 
Mine and the Sir James . A program vas initiated by the Mine to Bearch for 
a possible continuation at depth of the MacLeod or Helen ore in this area 
and a series of deep holes vere drilled, but with negative results.

At the Mine's request the Exploration Department undertook to 
establish a grid in the area and carry out a gravity and level survey. The 
field work on this project is now about 50^ complete.

SEPTEMBER k OCTOBER, 1966
*

Field work on this project consisting of line cutting, levelling, 
and gravity and magnetometer surveys has been completed.

A decision was made to obtain computer programs to process all 
gravity data (calculations become complicated and tedious where terrain 
corrections are required } and these are now essentially complete. Plotted 
results of the field work will be available in November.

NOVEMBER fc DECEMBER, 19o6

No report.
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CHABANEL 030

ALGOMA OR3 DIVISION 
THE ALGOMA STEEL CORPORATION, LIMITED

EXPLORATION, RESEARCH ASP PROJECT ENGIKEERING

REPORT O? ACTIVITIES AND PROGRESS 
DURING NOVEMBER AKD DECEMBER, 196?

VALLBAKK-POINTER LAKE PROJECT - Michipiuten.Area (cost centre 0872)

To assist nine operators ir. evaluating the siderite potential 
cf this ground e gravity survey vas done earlier. Because of poor topographic 
control the results vere considered unsatisfactory. Further gravity and level 
vork vas done ir* the past period to try and improve this situation and assess 
the gravimeter as a tool in this type of rugged terrain.
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